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ABSTRACT: 

High resolution satellite image 

processing is one of the most growing fields in 

research today. There is so much to explore and 

so many ways to do it that it seems full of 

endless opportunities and possibilities. There 

are several features which can be extracted like 

buildings, roads etc. from land satellite images 

and ships, boats etc. from satellite images of sea 

and ocean. In this paper we will be 

concentrating on detecting ships automatically 

from the images obtained by various satellites. 

This is one of the major challenging tasks due 

to various disturbances and noises in these 

kinds of images. Ships can be found in different 

sizes as well as shapes which make it more 

difficult to find a pattern or some regularity in 

these images.  

It is comparatively easier in 

homogeneous environment consisting of just 

ships of different types in water. But when it 

comes to heterogeneous environment consisting 

of other elements like coasts, harbor, vessel,  

 

 

rocks, islands etc. the challenge increases 

tenfold. There are various statistical and image 

processing approaches which can do this 

manually then again this won’t be that efficient, 

changing the parameters again and again with 

different images and all can be a time 

consuming and tedious process. That’s why we 

choose one of the modern approaches which 

provide us with the opportunity of being 

automatic or at least semi-automatic, deep 

learning.  

 Deep learning together with computer 

vision opens doors to the possibilities which we 

couldn’t even have thought of. In this paper we 

will be exploring those possibilities with the 

help of a certain Convolutional neural network 

known as Mask R_CNN and implementing it 

using transfer learning. This algorithm gives 

very high accuracy in classification of satellite 

images without doing any manual extraction 

and works with complex heterogeneous 

backgrounds too. 

Keywords: Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(SAR) images, Ship detection, Deep Learning, 

CNN, and Mask R-CNN. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ship detection from remote sensing 

imagery has been a major application for 

maritime security. When talking about maritime 

security, we have to consider many things like 

traffic surveillance, protection against illegal 

fisheries, oil discharge control, and sea 

pollution monitoring. Automated Identification 

System (AIS) is very effective at monitoring 

ships which are legally required to install a 

VHF transponder but fail to detect those which 

are not and those which disconnect their 

transponder. So how do you detect these 

uncooperative ships? SAR images are 

considered the most suitable sensors for object 

detection in space technology. It captures a 

wide surface of the environment, regardless of 

whether or time of day and flight altitude. 

Hence it has very high-resolution capabilities 

and gives high-quality images.  

SAR has various applications in remote 

sensing and mapping of different surfaces of 

the Earth. It can be used in oceanology, 

glaciology, biomass, volcanoes, forestry, etc. 

Before deep learning evolved traditional 

methods of target detection were divided into 

region selection eg. SIFT-scale invariant feature 

transform, HOG-histogram of an oriented 

gradient, and classifiers like SVM (Support 

Vector Machine) and Adaboost [11]. Unlike the 

sliding window and regional proposal based 

approach, YOLO sees the whole image during 

the training and testing period and thus encodes 

contextual information about classes and their 

appearance [11]. Further, YOLO makes less 

number of background errors than Fast R-CNN. 

But we have used Mask RCNN for instance 

segmentation. Another most common approach 

is the CFAR-constant false rate use to detect 

targets with threshold with pixel’s amplitude 

hence it is difficult to extract features [10]. 

In addition, these methods are typically 

dependent on the statistical distribution of sea 

clutter [12,13,14], leading to poor robustness 

for new SAR imagery. YOLO predicts the 

bounding box and object class probability from 

the complete image in a single estimate. We 

have to build a program to automatically 

identify whether a remotely sensed target is a 

ship or not. We will start by collecting huge 

data of satellite images of ships from various 

heights, (Roughly about 30 GB).  

To make the computations easy, we will 

mask some of the images, where there are ships 

present in the picture. While masking, we will 

make sure that all or almost all possibilities of 

the ships get covered. We will call this set the 

“Ground Truth”. A suitable model will then be 

chosen in order to educate our program to 

identify a ship in the image in the dataset by 

comparing it with the ground truth. Once a ship 

is detected we will bound it with the help of a 

bounding box. 
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Fig 1 steps for ship detection 

  

The dataset consists of image chips 

extracted from Planet satellite imagery 

collected over the San Francisco Bay and San 

Pedro Bay areas of California. It includes 4000 

80x80 RGB images labeled with either a "ship" 

or "no-ship" classification. Image chips were 

derived from Planet Scope full-frame visual 

scene products, which are orthorectified to a 3 

meter pixel size. 

Fig 2 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Ship 

image data set 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

This end-to-end system contains four 

sub-networks with different functions. The 

feature map of the input image is obtained by 

the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) first, and 

then the scene mask of target and non-target 

area is extracted by the scene mask extraction 

network (SMEN). With  the feature 

combination between the output of FPN and the 

estimated scene mask, the false alarm targets 

existing in non-target area are eliminated 

entirely. Then Region Proposal Network (RPN) 

uses the combined feature map to generate the 

proposed bounding boxes. After computing the 

RoI, we have to compute the IoU over all of the 

predicted regions. IoU stands for Intersection 

over Union and is calculated with the help of 

ground truths. This completes the process of 

Mask RCNN, where we get the masks for the 

objects in the image. Therefore, we took help 

from the pretrained weights of the COCO 

dataset trained on the Mask RCNN model. 

2.1. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED 

SYSTEM 

 The false alarms caused by the onshore 

ship-like objects may decrease the 

accuracy and feasibility of these DCNN-

based detection frameworks. 

 Mask R-CNN, is proposed to reduce the 

onshore false alarms. 

 This proposed system effectively able to 

extract all the features of an image. 
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3. MASK RCNN 

The Mask RCNN framework was 

created by Face book’s AI Research team or 

FAIR in 2017. This relatively new Framework 

is an extension of Faster RCNN. So, just like 

Fast RCNN and Faster RCNN, Mask RCNN is 

also a deep neural network. Mask RCNN solves 

the problems of instance segmentation in 

machine learning and computer vision 

 

Fig 3: Mask RCNN 

 

The process of Mask RCNN can be 

broken down into two steps: 

 Generation of potential regions of 

interest using RPN and RoI Align and 

also using the Ground Truths. 

 Prediction of the class of the object, the 

bounding box and the mask in the pixel 

level. 

 

3.1. WORKING OF FAST RCNN IN 

SHORT 

 Feature Extraction: Faster RCNN 

makes use of CovNet for generating 

feature maps of the image. 

 Propose Potential Regions: The feature 

maps generated from CovNet are further 

passed to the RPN (Region Proposal 

Network) where the bounding boxes over 

the regions are returned. 

 Making it uniform: These regions and 

bounding boxes are then passed to RoI 

(Region of Interest) pooling and RoI 

Align where they are brought down to the 

same size. This helps further makes 

computations easier and faster. 

 FC Layers: Fully Connected layers or 

FC layers are the final steps in Faster 

RCNN, where the proposals are passed, 

and classification takes place. Outputs are 

bounding boxes over the objects. 

 

  

4. BACKBONE MODEL 

The backbone of Mask RCNN is the ResNet 

101 architecture. ResNet 101 to Mask RCNN is 

the same as what CovNet is to Faster RCNN. 

ResNet 101 extracts features from images and 

generates feature maps. A FPN or Feature 

Pyramid Network is formed with the help of 

these feature maps. These feature maps and the 

FPN are then passed over to the next layer 

 

Fig 4: Backbone Model 
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4.1. REGION PROPOSAL NETWORK 

(RPN) 

 The Region Proposal Network or RPN 

tries to predict the objects present in the image 

using the feature maps and FPN received from 

the previous layers. Once a potential object is 

found, it then draws a bounding box around it 

 

 

Fig 5: Region Proposal Network (RPN) 

 

4.2. REGION OF INTEREST (ROI) 

 The identified objects or regions are 

then passed over to the Region of Interest layer. 

This layer takes care of different shapes of the 

regions by applying a pooling layer and 

converting them into the same shapes. This 

further helps computation. 

Fig 6: Region of Interest (RoI) 

 In the above figure, you can see the 

difference between RoI and RoI Align. In the 

left column, the target features are forced to 

realign with the boundaries of the feature maps, 

hence producing different cell sizes. Whereas 

RoI Align allows every target cell to be of the 

same size. Mask RCNN makes use of RoI 

Align. 

 

4.3. SEGMENTATION MASK 

 After computing the RoI, we have to 

compute the IoU over all of the predicted 

regions. IoU stands for Intersection over Union 

and is calculated with the help of ground truths. 

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =  𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

/ 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 

 When the value of IoU equals 1, it 

implies that the predicted boxes overlap 

perfectly with the ground truth boxes. 

 To make things a little less rigid, Non-

Max Suppression is applied, where we basically 

consider all the predicted boxes with IoU > 0.5. 

The rest of the boxes are removed. In case of 

same objects, it will choose the box with the 

highest value of IoU and will discard the rest. 

 This completes the process of Mask 

RCNN, where we get the masks for the objects 

in the image. Mask RCNN takes a lot of time to 

train. On average it takes around a couple of 

days to be completely trained. Therefore, we 

took help from the pretrained weights of the 
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COCO dataset trained on the Mask RCNN 

model. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 Our proposed system works efficiently 

not only on a single ship image but also on 

images that have multiple ships. Hence, we 

were successfully able to detect the ships from 

SAR Images. In the near shore ship detection 

mission, the existing DCNN-based detection 

methods pay little attention to the suppression 

of onshore false alarms.  

 In practical application, some onshore 

ship like objects, such as dock, roof, and road, 

is interpreted as targets of interest with high 

probability, even if the trained network has high 

detection accuracy. In fact, it is more suitable to 

detect targets after excluding the non-target 

area by using the scene information. In this 

proposal, an effective DCNN-based ship 

detection method, named as Scene Mask R-

CNN, is proposed to reduce the onshore false 

alarms. 
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